Experimental Observation of Two Features Unexpected from the Classical Theories of Rubber Elasticity.
Although the elastic modulus of a Gaussian chain network is thought to be successfully described by classical theories of rubber elasticity, such as the affine and phantom models, verification experiments are largely lacking owing to difficulties in precisely controlling of the network structure. We prepared well-defined model polymer networks experimentally, and measured the elastic modulus G for a broad range of polymer concentrations and connectivity probabilities, p. In our experiment, we observed two features that were distinct from those predicted by classical theories. First, we observed the critical behavior G∼|p-p_{c}|^{1.95} near the sol-gel transition. This scaling law is different from the prediction of classical theories, but can be explained by analogy between the electric conductivity of resistor networks and the elasticity of polymer networks. Here, p_{c} is the sol-gel transition point. Furthermore, we found that the experimental G-p relations in the region above C^{*} did not follow the affine or phantom theories. Instead, all the G/G_{0}-p curves fell onto a single master curve when G was normalized by the elastic modulus at p=1, G_{0}. We show that the effective medium approximation for Gaussian chain networks explains this master curve.